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Abstract
We suggest to measure the triple polarization correlations in the exclusive
~ + + D 0 with linearly
associative charm particle photoproduction, ~γ + p~ → Λ
c
polarized photons, as a method to determine the P-parity of the charmed
D-meson. The dependence of these correlations on the parity P (N Λc D) can
be predicted in model independent way. The t-dependence of the differential
∗0
cross section for vector meson photoproduction, γ + p → Λ+
c + D , in a model

based on D−exchange, is also sensitive to P (N Λc D).

I. INTRODUCTION

The P-parity is a fundamental property of any hadron, therefore it has to be experimentally determined. Generally two experimental methods are used to determine the P-parity
of elementary particles.
For the meson and baryon resonances, which are unstable with respect to the strong
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or electromagnetic interactions, the P-parity can be determined through the selection rules
with respect to angular momentum and P-parity, because they are conserved in such decays.
This method can not be applied to the stable or quasi-stable particles, which decay
through weak interaction, where P-parity is not conserved. In this case the P-parity can be
experimentally determined through specific scattering or production processes, induced by
the strong or electromagnetic interaction [1]. A typical example is given by the K-meson
[2–4]. First of all, due to the conservation of strangeness in the strong and electromagnetic
interactions, the absolute value of the P-parity of the K-meson does not have a physical
meaning, as in the case of γ, π 0 , η, ρ0 ..(which are characterized by zero values of the electric
and baryonic charges, of strangeness and charm). Only the relative P-parity for the Kmeson is significative, as in the case of the charged pion: we refer to the parity P (π ± ) in a
’reference’ frame, where the P-parities of proton and neutron are the same. Similarly for the
K-meson: its strangeness is non zero, and, due to the conservation of strangeness in such
process as γ + N → Λ + K or p + p → Λ + K + + p the K-meson P-parity is defined with
respect to the NΛ-system.
In the lightest charmed hadron sector, all the decays of the baryon Λ+
c (2285) and the
meson D(1870), through numerous channels due to the weak interaction, with violation of
P-invariance, can not be used to determine their P-parity. On the contrary the P-parity
of the vector charmed D ∗ -meson can be determined through its strong, D ∗ → D + π or
electromagnetic D ∗ → D + γ-decays. More exactly, these decays determine the relative
P-parity P (D ∗)P (D), and it is necessary, in any case, to know the P-parity of the lightest
D-meson. The same is correct for the Σ+
c -hyperon, with the strong decay Σc → Λc +π or with
+
the electromagnetic decay Σ+
c → Λc + γ (for positive hyperons). Therefore, the P (NΛc D)-

parity has to be experimentally determined, in order to have the P-parity ’reference’ frame
in the charmed particle sector.
The quark model gives clear predictions for the P-parity of charmed particles. For
example, in case of D − = dc, for the S-state of the quark-antiquark system, applying the
Berestezky theorem [5] about the negative internal P-parity of any fermion-antifermion
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system, one derives that the lightest D-meson must be a pseudoscalar particle. But one
additional assumption has to be done: the P-parity of all quarks, with different quantum
numbers is the same. Such assumption constrains all hadronic P-parities, and it is valid in
the quark model.
The purpose of this paper is to suggest an experimental method to determine the Pparity of the lightest charmed particles, independently from the quark model. We show here
that the measurement of polarization phenomena in the simplest reaction of associative
0
photoproduction of charmed particles, γ + p → Λ+
c + D , allows one to determine the

relative P-parity P (NΛc D) (but not the absolute D-meson P-parity). The charm and the
P-parity are conserved in photoproduction processes.

0
II. POLARIZATION OBSERVABLES IN γ + P → Λ+
C +D

The following discussion is based on the general symmetry properties of the electromagnetic interaction of charmed particles, without additional dynamical assumptions about the
0
reaction mechanism for γ + p → Λ+
c +D .

It is well established [6], that the spin structure of the matrix element for the process
γ + N → Bc + P, where Bc is a baryon with spin 1/2 and P is a meson with spin 0 is
determined by a set of four independent amplitudes, which are complex functions of two
independent kinematical variables, as the total energy s and cos θ, where θ is the angle of
the emitted baryon.
The spin structure of the matrix element, in the CMS of the considered reaction, can be
parametrized in the following general form:
M(±) = χ†2 F (±) χ1 ,
ˆ
ˆ
F (+) = ~σ · ˆ~qF (−) , F (−) = ~σ · ~ef1 − i~σ · ˆ~q~σ · ~k × ~ef2 + ~σ · ˆ~q~e · ˆ~qf3 + ~σ · ~k~e · ˆ~qf4 ,

(1)

where ~e is the real photon polarization vector, χ1 and χ2 are the two-component spinors
ˆ
of the initial nucleon and the final baryon, ~k and ˆ~q are the unit vectors along the three
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momenta of the γ and the D−meson, respectively, in the reaction CMS. The upper indexes
in F (±) correspond to P (NΛc D) = ±1.
Generally, the polarization observables for the considered reaction are different for different values of P (NΛc D) and they can be calculated only in the framework of a definite
dynamical model for the considered reaction [7–9]. However, in definite kinematical conditions it is possible to predict the exact value of polarization phenomena in model independent
way. For example, the asymmetry of D-meson photoproduction, in collinear kinematics, induced by the collision of circularly polarized photons with a longitudinally polarized proton
target is equal to +1, for any incident photon energy. This is a model independent result,
which follows only from the helicity conservation in collinear kinematics, i.e. for θ = 00 or
θ = π. However, this result does not depend on P (NΛc D) and it can not help to determine
the parity of the charmed particles involved.
One has to find another polarization observable, which is sensitive to P (NΛc D) on one
side, and it is model independent, on the other side. The spin structure of the collinear
0
matrix element for the process γ + p → Λ+
c + D depends on P (NΛc D):

Fcol = ~σ · ~ˆefcol ,
(−)

(−)

ˆ (+)
(+)
Fcol = ~σ · ~e × ~kfcol ,

(2)

(±)

0
where fcol is the collinear amplitude for γ + p → Λ+
c + D for P (NΛc D) = ±1.

Due to the presence of a single allowed amplitude in collinear kinematics, all polarization
observables have definite numerical values, which are independent on the model chosen for
(±)

fcol .
Let us consider the most general case, the dependence of the Λc polarization on the
polarization of the colliding particles. Using expressions (1) for different P (NΛc D), one can
~ + + D0:
find the following formulas for the triple polarization correlations in ~γ + p~ → Λ
c
−(~e · ~e)(P~1 · P~2 ) + 2(~e · P~1 )(~e · P~2 ), if P (NΛc D) = −1,
ˆ
ˆ
(~e · ~e)[(P~1 · P~2 ) − 2(~k · P~1 )(~k · P~2 )] − 2(~e · P~1 )(~e · P~2 ), if P (NΛc D) = +1,
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(3)

where P~1 and P~2 are the polarization vectors for the initial and final baryons.
One can see from (3), that only the linear photon polarization affects the triple polar~ + + D 0 , due to the P-invariance of the electromagnetic
ization correlations in ~γ + p~ → Λ
c
interaction of charmed particles. For further development, let us define the coordinate sysˆ
tem for the considered collinear kinematics with the z−axis along ~k and the x− axis along
the vector ~e of the photon linear polarization. The correlations (3) can be written in such
system as:
−(P~1 · P~2 ) + 2P1x P2x = P1x P2x − P1y P2y − P1z P2z , if P (NΛc D) = −1,
(P~1 · P~2 ) − 2P1z P2z − 2P1x P2x = −P1x P2x + P1y P2y − P1z P2z , if P (NΛc D) = +1.

(4)

From (4) one can find a connection between the components of the vectors P~1 and P~2
for the different P (NΛc D), assuming, for simplicity, that initially one has 100% linearly
polarized photons:
P2x = +P1x , P2y = −P1y , P2z = −P1z , if P (NΛc D) = −1,
P2x = −P1x , P2y = +P1y , P2z = −P1z , if P (NΛc D) = +1,

(5)

One can see that both transversal components of the Λc -polarization are sensitive to
P (NΛc D), through the relative sign between P2i and P1i :
P2x = P (NΛc D)P1x ,
P2y = P (NΛc D)P1y ,

(6)

whereas P2z = −P1z for any value of P (NΛc D).
Therefore, the relations (6) allow one to determine, in model-independent way, the
D−meson P-parity.
Let us summarize the main properties of the considered reaction, which are necessary
for our consideration:
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• The spin of the D-meson is equal to zero and the spin of the Λc -hyperon is equal to
1/2.
0
• The P-parity is conserved in the γ + p → Λ+
c + D -process.

• The helicity is conserved in the collinear regime.
The suggested experiment, measuring the triple polarization correlations in ~γ + p~ →
~ + +D 0 , can be in principle realized by the Compass collaboration [10], which has a polarized
Λ
c
target and where linearly polarized photons can be obtained in muon-proton collisions, at
small photon virtuality, by tagging the photon through the detection of the scattered muon.
The Λc -polarization can be measured through the numerous weak decays of the Λ+
c +
hyperon, for example Λ+
c → Λ + e + νe [11], which is characterized by a large decay

asymmetry. In other words, the Λc is a self-analyzing particle.
Eqs. (6) show that only the relative sign of the transversal components of the polarization
of the target proton and the produced Λ+
c -hyperon is important for the determination of the
P (NΛc D)-parity. Therefore such experiment does not need very large statistics, only well
identified events. The energy of the photon beam has not to be necessarily monochromatic.

∗0
III. PHOTOPRODUCTION OF VECTOR MESON, γ + P → Λ+
C +D

Let us discuss the problem of the D-meson P-parity in connection to associative exclusive
~ + + D ∗0 - with a more complicated
photoproduction of vector charmed mesons, γ + p~ → Λ
c
structure of the corresponding matrix element. In the general kinematical case the twelve
possible scalar amplitudes are complex and non-vanishing functions of two independent
kinematical variables. Even in collinear kinematics there are three independent collinear
amplitudes. So this problem can not be solved without additional dynamical assumptions.
Let us consider, as an example, the D-meson exchange in γ + p → Bc + D ∗ , at any photon
energy and any D ∗ -production angle [12].
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It is possible to prove that the D-exchange mechanism has definite properties, which can
be experimentally verified:
• The angular distribution of the decay products of the D ∗ -meson (D ∗ → D+π), emitted
2
∗
in the collision of unpolarized particles, γ + p → Λ+
c + D , follows a sin ω-dependence,

where ω-is the angle between the photon momentum ~k and the three-momentum of
D-in the rest system of D ∗ . This result depends on the relative P-parity of D ∗ and D,
but not on the P (NΛc D)-parity.
• The beam asymmetry (due to linearly polarized photons) vanishes for any kinematical
∗0
conditions, in γ + p → Λ+
c + D , independently on the P (NΛc D)-parity.

• All the T-odd polarization observables vanish, because the D-exchange generates real
∗0
amplitudes for γ + p → Λ+
c +D .

• The two possible asymmetries for the collisions of circularly polarized photons with a
polarized proton target vanish - in any kinematical condition - due to the zero spin of
the exchanged particle. Also this result is independent on P (NΛc D).
These facts can be considered as different experimental checks of the validity of D-meson
∗0
exchange for γ + p → Λ+
c + D . If it turns out that this approximation is valid, we can

find some polarization effects which are sensitive to the P (NΛc D)-value. For example, the
transversal components of the baryon polarizations P~1 and P~2 are related by the following
condition:
P2x,y = P (NΛc D)P1x,y ,

(7)

which is valid also in case of unpolarized photon beam, for any D ∗ -meson production angle.
We must stress that Eq. (7) applies only in framework of the D-exchange model, but
does not depend on many important characteristics of this model, such as the value of the
coupling constants gD∗ Dγ and gN Λc D (in the vertices of the considered diagram) and on the
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phenomenological form factors, F (t), which are necessary to insure the correct behavior of
the differential cross section dσ/dt with respect to the momentum transfer squared.
Whereas all these ingredients are very important for the prediction of the absolute value
of the unpolarized cross section, the shape of the t−dependence of the differential cross
section, at small |t| (for forward D ∗ -production) and at large photon energy is sensitive to
P (NΛc D). This can be shown from the expression of the differential cross section, which
can be written as:
g2 ∗ g2
dσ
t − M2
∗0 ) = N (s) D Dγ N Λc D F 2 (t)
(γp → Λ+
D
c
dt
4π
4π
t − m2

!2

h

i

−t + (MN ± MΛ )2 .

Here N (s) is a known normalization factor, which depends on the photon energy, M(m) is
the D ∗ (D)-mass, MN (MΛ ) is the nucleon (hyperon) mass and the signs (±) correspond to
P (NΛc D) = ±1.
The possible effect of different P-parities is shown in Fig. 1, at Eγ = 40 GeV. The tdependence of the differential cross section, normalized to its maximum value (for t = tmax =
−0.23 GeV2 ), is represented as a solid (dashed) line for positive (negative) P (NΛc D) . The
different t− behavior is due to the specific factor [−t + (MN ± MΛ )2 ], which is sensitive to
the discussed P-parity. For simplicity we take the same (dipole) form factor F (t) for both
parities:
t − m2
F (t) = 1 −
m20
"

#−2

,

where m0 =1.5 GeV is a cutoff parameter. These ratios do not depend on the values of the
coupling constants gD∗ Dγ and gN Λc D and have a weak dependence on the form factor F (t).
This prediction is valid only in the framework of the D−exchange model.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

~ + + D 0 in collinear kinematics and at
The triple polarization correlations in ~γ + p~ → Λ
c
any photon energy above the reaction threshold - with linearly polarized photons - can be
suggested as a model independent method for the determination of the D-meson P-parity,
8

or more exactly, the relative P-parity of the NΛc D-system. Note that in the standard
quark model, this P-parity is negative. Another possible way to determine the D-meson Pparity, but model-dependent, is the study of the dependence of the Λ+
c -polarization on the
initial proton polarization in the framework of D-exchange for vector meson photoproduction
~ + + D ∗0 , using an unpolarized photon beam. Note that the t−dependence of the
γ + p~ → Λ
c
∗0
differential cross section dσ(γp → Λ+
c D ) is also characteristic of the P (NΛc D)-parity, but

the interpretation of the results depends on model assumptions, which are necessary for the
calculation of the differential cross section.
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FIGURES

FIG. 1.

t−dependence of the ratio R =

dσ
dσm
∗0
∗0
(γp → Λ+
(γp → Λ+
c D )/
c D ), where
dt
dt

dσm
2
∗0
(γp → Λ+
c D ) is the differential cross section for t = tmax = −0.23 GeV , for P (N Λc D) = +1
dt
(solid line) and P (N Λc D) = −1 (dashed line), at Eγ =40 GeV.
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